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Continuity of Instruction
FOR STUDENTS IN GRADES K-5

PARTICIPATION
All students and families are expected to make every reasonable
effort to engage with new learning opportunities. Understandably,
there may be times when families have conflicts with a scheduled
time for a class. To accommodate these conflicts, daily lessons will
be recorded.

Classroom teachers will provide a more specific schedule/plan.

SCHEDULE
Students will follow a highly modified
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CONTENT & RESOURCES
A combination of pre-recorded lessons, synchronous teaching
(recorded for those who cannot attend) and teacherdesigned learning activities.
Teachers will share assignments directly with students

Condensed curriculum to the most essential concepts
Special education-related services and ENL instruction will
help meet student needs

COMMUNICATION
It is important for students to stay connected with their teachers and ask parents to
communicate any concerns as they arise.

Teachers will offer time throughout the week and will communicate their availability
to students, which will provide an opportunity for more individualized support.
Outreach to families whose students are not participating regularly to see if they
need assistance

GRADING
A simplified, non-traditional model of grading, assessing
demonstrated evidence of learning pertaining to essential content,
concepts, and skills.

DEL: Student has demonstrated evidence of learning
NEL: Has not demonstrated evidence of learning
NSY: Student has not submitted work yet
A grade of NEL will be provided additional opportunities for students to
resubmit work.

We are dedicated to the success of our students and feel it’s important that they
continue their academic and social-emotional growth during our extended school
closure. Online learning will focus on teaching new content to continue to inspire all
students to be active life-long learners, able to achieve their highest potential in a
demanding and ever-changing global community.

